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t The teaching of History at KGA will develop all learners knowledge and skills through the coverage of a wide range of historical units.  These will build each year to give a confidence in the impact of world 

history upon contemporary society, and the ability to develop individual ideas in regard to this. Study at KS4 and 5 will continue this within the broader themes of the role of government, public protest and 

individual liberty within the boundaries of exam specification.
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Introduction to History

1066

Medieval monarchs

Tudors

Exploration in the time 

of Elizabeth

English Civil War

This begins with a short 

skill unit and then 

focuses on 1066, 

developing learner 

knowledge skills as we 

consider British history, 

each unit not only 

builds chronologically 

on the previous, but 

also in scope and skills.

Industrial Revolution (incl. 

local – Swindon Railway)

British Empire

Slavery

Impact of Empire and Slavery 

Medicine through Time

Contemporary history

These units develop from yr7 

skills but consider the period 

of 1700-1900 in more depth –
looking at Britain but also 

empire and impact of slavery.

The medicine unit is thematic 

to mirror GCSE skills  and 

reaffirm chronology.  Final 

unit is attempt to anchor 

current events within 

historical setting.

Suffragettes

WWI

WWII

Holocaust

These 4 units give a 

comprehensive review of 

20th century, developing new 

knowledge whilst continuing 

to condense skills such as 

knowledge retrieval, 

explanation, analysis and 

judgement making.

In final term of year learners 

begin GCSE course with 

‘Anglo-Saxon / Normans’ unit 

giving opportunity to 

consolidate KS3 and develop 

into KS4 learning.

Learner complete Anglo-

Saxon Norman unit in term 1.

Then move onto Crime and 

Punishment as largest unit.  

Historical context 

(Whitechapel) comes on 

from this as still part of 

paper 1 but begins to refer 

back to source skills.  Then 

begin study EDEXCEL History 

GCSE.  continue American 

West .

Learners study EDEXCEL 

History GCSE.  continue 

American West .

They then complete final 

unit ‘Germany 1918-39’ 
as source work paper 

before revising all 4 units.

As a whole these units 

develop the learners 

understanding of English 

and world history, within 

wider themes of 

democracy and individual 

liberty.

Learners study EDEXCEL AS / GCE 

History.

Their time is divided 5:4 lessons 

with the greater number of 

lessons focused upon the study

of Stuart England (weighted 60% 

of assessment in Yr12) : and 

Russian revolution Selected 

learners take AS exams.

Learner continue into Yr13 with 

coursework (independent 

choice although guided towards 

Germany in 20th C) 4:5 

American history ‘civil rights 
1865-2009’.  Then revision of all 

3 units.
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Unit themes: Power of monarchy, government and religion within country, Development of 

democracy, role of the people.

Source skills: Confidence in use of sources and interpretations, Ability to explain cause and 

consequence, Knowledge development and retention, making substantiated judgements

Transferable skills: PEE paragraphs, higher order skills such as explanation & analysis.

AO1 Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the key 

features and characteristics of the periods studied.  35%  

AO2 Explain and analyse historical events and periods 

studied using second order historical concepts. 35%  AO3 

Analyse, evaluate and use sources (contemporary to the 

period) to make substantiated judgements, in the context of 

historical events studied. 15%  AO4 Analyse, evaluate and 

make substantiated judgements about interpretations 

(including how and why interpretations may differ) in the 

context of historical events studied. 15%

AO1 Demonstrate, organise and communicate knowledge and 

understanding to analyse and evaluate the key features related to the 

periods studied, making substantiated judgements and exploring 

concepts, as relevant, of cause, consequence, change, continuity, 

similarity, difference and significance  55%

AO2 Analyse and evaluate appropriate source material, primary 

and/or contemporary to the period, within its historical context 20%

AO3 Analyse and evaluate, in relation to the historical context, 

different ways in which aspects of the past have been interpreted 25%
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Group/ paired/ individual work promotes character-building skills such as resilience, 

responsibility and independence through activities.  Individual work (mainly ‘demonstrate’ and 
assessments promotes resilience and a focus upon high expectations and progress for all.  

Opportunities outside the classroom to be developed to include WWI Battlefields trip and PP-

specific trips.

Course content develops empathetic and historical thinking 

and writing throughout the 4 units.  Trip to London and 

Berlin in the past have fostered both shared-experiences 

and a more rounded approach to the course.

Course content develops empathetic and historical thinking and 

writing throughout the 4 units, tackling tricky subjects such as race 

relations and the holocaust.  The course focuses upon the 

development of knowledge through a range of mediums AND the 

development of historical skills. Trip to Berlin in the past has fostered

both shared-experiences and a more rounded approach to the course.
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Assessment in History is within each section of 8 lessons , and can be 

formative/cumulative/summative.  This will use the structure of GCSE questions as stem but 

reflect teaching and skills appropriate to learners.  Marked internally and tracked centrally –
learner trackers focus upon progress in comparison to base-grade using report-friendly 

language. Assessments will be marked with a WWW/EBI sticker alongside a DIRT task. 

Between assessments learner’s work will be interim marked as appropriate.  This could take 

the form of self/peer/staff/verbal/group/written feedback.  All staff feedback will be in 

pink/purple, all learner feedback/DIRT will be in green.  Within lessons learners will also have 

regular low-stakes testing, typically within the ‘connect’ section of a lesson.

Regular exam questions 

taken from board materials 

and marked using mark-

schemes, and end-of-unit 

assessments.  Recorded 

centrally across all classes.

Work completed in books 

and learners complete 

tracker document.  Summer 

exam covers Unit 1a and 2a.

Regular exam questions 

taken from board 

materials and marked 

using mark-schemes.  

Recorded centrally across 

all classes. Work 

completed in books and 

learners complete tracker 

document.  Mock 1 is 

Paper 1 & 2.  Mock 2 is at 

least Paper 3.

Regular exam questions 

taken from board 

materials/textbook and 

marked using mark-

schemes, alongside end-of-

unit assessments.  Recorded 

centrally across all teachers 

and stored in folder (tracked 

centrally).  Summer exam 

covers all content taught in 

Yr12.

Regular exam questions taken from 

board materials/textbook and 

marked using mark-schemes, 

alongside end-of-unit assessments.  

Recorded centrally across all 

teachers and stored in folder

(tracked centrally).  mock1 covers 

material taught in Yr12&13, mock2 

covers remaining course.  

Coursework marked internally and 

submitted for moderation.
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Learners will have a breadth of historical knowledge within 4 key periods of study: Medieval, Early 

Modern, Industrial and Modern Britain. They will complete KS3 with a thorough understanding of 

the skills needed to succeed in GCSE.  

Learners will complete GCSE with a breadth of knowledge of 

UK, European and world history within the broader context 

of government and personal liberty.  They will be able to 

express their knowledge, understanding and interpretation 

of materials in a written format.

Learners will complete GCE History with a detailed understanding of 

British, European and World history of specific units.  


